Polar codes have drawn much attention and been adopted in 5G New Radio (NR) due to their capacity-achieving performance. Recently, as the emerging deep learning (DL) technique has breakthrough achievements in many fields, neural network decoder was proposed to obtain faster convergence and better performance than belief propagation (BP) decoding. However, neural networks are memory-intensive and hinder the deployment of DL in communication systems. In this work, a low-complexity recurrent neural network (RNN) polar decoder with codebook-based weight quantization is proposed. Our test results show that we can effectively reduce the memory overhead by 98% and alleviate computational complexity with slight performance loss.
INTRODUCTION
Polar codes, since proposed by Arikan in 2009, have drawn much attention due to their capacity-achieving performance for memoryless channels and low complexity for encoding and decoding [1] . In 2016, 3GPP agreed to adopt polar codes as the official coding scheme for the enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB) control channels of 5G New Radio (NR) [2] .
Many polar decoding algorithms have been developed to meet various application requirements. For example, successive cancellation (SC) and belief propagation (BP) are the two most popular decoding algorithms for polar codes. Although SC has a lower complexity, it suffers from high latency as well as limited throughput due to their sequential decoding process [3] - [5] . On the other hand, BP can achieve higher throughput due to its parallelized architecture [5] - [9] . However, the required number of iterative process induces higher decoding complexity. Even with the implementation of min-sum approximation [7] , [8] and early termination criterion [7] , [9] to reduce complexity and redundant iterations, BP still suffers from unfavorable performance within limited iterations.
To cope with the challenges of BP, deep learning (DL) based decoders have been widely exploited in recent years [10] - [13] . Among the different approaches, they can be mainly divided into two parts. The first one is to completely replace the conventional decoding algorithms with fully-connected neural network [10] , [11] . Although [10] shows near optimal performance with structured codes, the training complexity increases exponentially with block length. In addition, the high dimensionality of codewords also requires much more training data and degrades the ability of generalization for unseen codewords [11] . In contrast, [12] and [13] leverage the welldeveloped BP algorithm via unfolding the iterative structure to the layered structure of neural network. In addition, the weights are also assigned to the connections of the architecture to achieve better performance. By adopting these methods, [12] and [13] can improve the convergence rate and reduce the required number of iterations for Bose-Chaudhuri-Hocquenghem (BCH) codes and polar codes, respectively. However, two issues should be addressed: 1) Additional memory overhead: Although the technique of deep learning is very powerful, the massive number of weights results in considerable memory overhead for storage, which hinders the deployment of deep neural networks in communication systems. 2) Massive multiplications: Compared with conventional BP algorithm, [12] and [13] have better performance, the weights on the neural networks suffer from massive multiplications and lead to an increase in complexity and occupied area for hardware implementation. In this paper, by using the design concept of DL, we propose a novel recurrent neural network polar decoder with codebookbased weight quantization. Fig. 1 shows an overview of our proposed architecture. Our main contributions are summarized as follows: 1) Recurrent architecture is adopted to force the neural network to learn the shareable weights among different iterations of BP algorithm, which can effectively reduce memory overhead by 80%. 2) A fixed point codebook for weight quantization is designed, which can further deal with the problem of memory storage by 90%. In addition, it enables us to replace multiplications with additions, which makes the neural network decoder more feasible for hardware implementation. 
Assign
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the DL-based decoder. Section 3 illustrates the proposed recurrent architecture and the design of codebook for weight quantization. The numerical experiments and analyses are shown in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes our work.
PRELIMINARIES

Polar Codes with Belief Propagation Decoding
To construct an ( , ) polar codes, the -bit message is recursively constructed from a 2 × 2 polarizing transformation = [ 1 0 1 1 ] by log 2 times to exploit the channel polarization [3] . As → ∞, the synthesized channels tend to two extremes: the noisy channels (unreliable) and noiseless channels (reliable). Therefore, the information bits are first assigned to the most reliable bits in and the remaining ( − ) bits are referred to as frozen bits with the assignment of zeros. Then, the -bit transmitted codeword can be generated by multiplying with generator matrix as follows:
⊗ is the -th Kronecker power of and represents the bit-reversal permutation matrix.
Belief propagation (BP) is a widely used message passing algorithm for decoding, such as low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes and polar codes. The decoding process of polar codes is to iteratively apply BP algorithm over the corresponding factor graph as shown in Fig. 2 . For an ( , ) polar codes, there are = log 2 stages and total × ( + 1) nodes on the factor graph. Each node ( , ) represents -th node at the -th stage in the factor graph. It has two types of log likelihood ratios (LLRs), namely left-to-right message , ( ) and right-to-left message , ( ) , where represents the -th iteration.
Before the iterative propagation and updating, the values of LLR are first initialized as:
and are the set of information bits and the set of frozen bits, respectively.
Then, the iterative decoding procedure with the updating of , ( ) and , ( ) is given by:
where ( , ) ≈ sign( )sign( )min(| |, | |) is the min-sum approximation introduced to reduce complexity [7] , [8] . Then, the final estimation of ̂ after iterations is decided by:
Prior Work: Deep Neural Network Polar Decoder
Though min-sum approximation can effectively reduce the complexity, it also induces performance loss. In [13] , a deep neural network-based belief propagation (DNN-BP) with DL was proposed, as shown in Fig. 3 . This network can be treated as the unfolding structure of polar factor graph with multiple scaling parameters on the connections. Therefore, (3) can be revised as: 
where , ( ) and , ( ) denote the right-to-left and left-to-right scaling parameters of -th node at the -th stage during -th iteration, respectively. Then, by utilizing DL techniques, the best combination of , ( ) and , ( ) can be optimized through backpropagation algorithm. In addition, the proposed DNN-BP is actually the general case of min-sum, which demonstrates the expected performance is no worse than conventional BP.
PROPOSED RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK DECODER WITH WEIGHT QUANTIZATION
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Recurrent Neural Network Polar Decoder
Although the proposed DNN-BP in [13] can address the problem of approximation loss of min-sum with better performance, the deep architecture also induces another problem of intensive memory, namely, the massive memory is occupied by the storage of weights. In addition, it also consumes a lot of energy when fetching the weights. Both of these issues hinder the deployment of DNN-BP in real world communication systems. Therefore, we propose a recurrent neural network-based belief propagation (RNN-BP) for polar decoder to share the weights among different iterations. This idea was first proposed by [12] for BCH codes, which is effective in reducing significant parameters. However, we further alleviate the memory overhead by combining this idea with the proposed codebook-based weight quantization, which will be introduced in section 3.2. From the analysis in Sec 4, we demonstrate a great improvement in memory overhead by combining these two methods.
The architecture of RNN-BP is shown in Fig. 1 . We adopt the same factor graph as in [13] for the decoder. Compared with the DNN-BP in Fig. 3 , the greatest difference of RNN-BP is that we transform the feed-forward architecture into a recurrent network, which forces the decoder to reuse weights among different iterations and results in a totally different optimization problem. Therefore, we can effectively reduce massive parameters without visible performance degradation. That is, RNN-BP can be seen as a constrained version of DNN-BP with the constrained equation as below: 
where , and , are independent with and shareable among different iterations. Finally, the output will be rescaled into the range [0,1] with sigmoid function as below:
and the loss function is cross entropy between transmitted codeword and output of RNN-BP:
Codebook-based Weight Quantization
Though recurrent architecture effectively reduces the required number of parameters, the floating-point parameters still hinder the hardware implementation of neural network decoder. Besides, the additional multiplications for scaling parameters also increase the computational complexity. Hence, we propose codebook-based weight quantization to effectively quantize the parameters and alleviate computational complexity without visible performance degradation.
In order to maintain the high performance, the weights of our proposed RNN-BP are quantized after each epoch during the training process. As a result, we allow the quantized weights to induce the quantization loss and let the network to learn the best quantized weights. The proposed approach can be mainly divided into two parts, with double quantization to reduce both the required number of weights and the precision for each weights.
The quantization mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Firstly, we quantize the 32-bit floating point weights into -bit fixed point as shown in Fig. 4(a) which is similar to [14] . The weights are rounded to the nearest value that can be represented by -bit. Considering the distribution of weights is positive and close to 1, we set the first bit as integer and other ( − 1) bits as decimal. Thus, the quantization step is 2 −1 . Secondly, we design the codebook based on the quantized weights for weight sharing, as proposed in [15] , to further reduce the number of distinct weights among the network.
In contrast to [15] , since the weight variation is already limited by -bit quantization, there are only 2 types of weights. Therefore, the selection of codebook weights is simply done by counting the frequency of the quantized weights. When the size of the codebook is bits, or 2 distinct values, we can choose the 2 most common values to enter into the codebook as shown in Fig. 4(b) . As the weights are quantized to the nearest value in the codebook, the memory used for each weight is further reduced from bits to bits with the simple binary index assignment as shown in Fig. 4(c) .
SIMULATION RESULTS
The simulation setup is summarized in Table I . 
Performance of NN-based Polar Decoder
The first experiment is to simulate the bit error rate (BER) performance under different BP iterations, which has great impact on the computational complexity and the required number of parameters for neural network decoder. We compare the proposed RNN-BP with conventional BP [7] and DNN-BP [13] . The simulation results are shown in Fig. 5 . Firstly, we can observe that both DNN-BP and RNN-BP converge and achieve a great performance with just 5 iterations. On the other hand, conventional BP demands more than 40 iterations to achieve the same level as the neural network decoder. Therefore, conventional BP consumes more computational resources with higher energy consumption and longer latency. Moreover, RNN-BP has almost the same BER as DNN-BP with 80% reduction in parameter count, which makes RNN-BP more feasible for deployment in communication systems.
RNN-BP Decoder with Codebook-based Weight Quantization
To further reduce the memory storage and computational complexity, we compare the performance under different criterions of weight quantization to evaluate the tradeoff between performance and hardware consumption and determine the most optimized quantization parameters. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 6 . The codebook size is range from 1 to 3, and the quantization bit is ranged from 2 to 6. To our surprise, when codebook size is = 1, the BER deteriorates as the quantization bit increases. We speculate that this is because weight quantization may change the error surface of optimization problem and result in a convergence to local minimum earlier. As the codebook size greater than 2, the longer quantization bits, the better BER. In addition, we observe that the fixed point RNN-BP even outperforms its floating point counterpart, which may be caused by weight quantization acting as a regularization measure, thus contributing positively to the performance. Therefore, we can effectively reduce memory overhead without visible performance degradation.
Further analysis of hardware complexity is shown in Table  II . We compare the proposed approach with conventional BP [7] and DNN-BP [13] . The required numbers of iterations for BP, DNN-BP, and RNN-BP are based on previous simulation results and set to 40, 5, and 5, respectively. Firstly, we can observe that DNN-BP dramatically reduces the addition operations at the expense of multiplication operations and significant memory overhead. However, with recurrent architecture and codebookbased weight quantization, we effectively reduce the memory overhead by 98% with codebook size = 3. In addition, the quantized weights can help to reduce the operation of multiplications 100% by replacing multiplications with ( − 1) times additions and = 4 , which occupies less area for hardware implementation and maintains improvement over the original BP method.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a novel recurrent neural network polar decoder with codebook-based weight quantization. It can learn the shareable parameters with effective reduction of memory overhead. Moreover, the proposed weight quantization can further alleviate hardware complexity without performance degradation. Our proposed design is low complexity and feasible for realizing neural network decoders in communication systems. 
